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Abstract

Imitation learning via inverse optimal control typically assumes that a
demonstrator and a learner operate within the same state-action space
of a common decision process. However, in many settings the capabili-
ties of the demonstrator and the learner may differ substantially: robots’
joint and torque limits differ from those of a human demonstrator or an-
other robot; transferring demonstrations of driving from one vehicle to
another may be desired; or when, in general, automated devices are less
capable and more expensive than manually-controlled devices. This pa-
per introduces the imitation learning across different embodiment prob-
lem where assessing the learner’s behavior relative to demonstrated be-
havior is easy. The learner’s goal then is to behave in a way that is com-
patible with the demonstrator’s behavior (unknown to the learner at test
time), despite differences in capabilities. We develop an adversarial pre-
diction formulation for learning to imitate across embodiments in this
paper.

Introduction

Inverse optimal control (IOC) [1, 4, 7, 10, 12] provides a powerful framework for learning to make
sequential decisions and to control systems with known dynamics by learning from examples of
“good” demonstration behavior. Rather than directly imitating the demonstrated control policy by
learning a mapping from state to control (i.e., behavioral cloning) [11], IOC estimates an underly-
ing feature-based utility function that motivates the observed behavior [10]. This estimated utility
function produces solution policies that typically generalize across different decision processes far
better than directly estimated policies.

A typical assumption in IOC is that the demonstrator and the learner operate in the same sequential
decision or control process. In other words, they can employ the same actions or controls and those
controls have the same effects on the system’s state. In such settings, imitation can be effectively
accomplished by adequately predicting what a demonstrator would do in different situations. We
consider generalized imitation learning problems under the often realistic setting where the abilities
of demonstrator and learner differ in terms of their available decision or control processes. This
situation arises frequently in practice due to differences in embodiment between human demonstra-
tors and robotic imitators, and, more generally, when autonomously-controlled devices are more
expensive and less capable than manually-controlled devices.

We propose an adversarial formulation for learning to transfer demonstrated behavior to a different
embodiment. The key philosophy of our approach is that unknown properties of how the demon-
strator would behave in new situations should be treated as pessimistically as possible, since any
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unwarranted assumptions could lead to substantial errors when behavior is transferred across embod-
iments. This formulation produces a zero-sum game between: the learner seeking a control policy
to minimize loss; and an adversary seeking a control policy that approximates the demonstrated
policy, but otherwise maximizes loss. We develop algorithms for inference and learning under this
formulation.

Background & Notation

In this paper, we denote single variables with assigned values in lowercase (e.g., a, s), multivariates
with values in bold (e.g., s1:T ), and random variables using uppercase (e.g., At or S1:T ). Decision
processes, are defined by state and action sets (S and A) and the state transition dynamics τ , which
describe the distribution of next states st+1 ∈ S given current state st ∈ S and action at ∈ A:
τ(st+1|st, at). For notational convenience, we employ the transition dynamics function to represent
the decision process. We make extensive use of causally conditioned probability distributions
[8], P (y1:T ||x1:T ) ,

∏T
t=1 P (yt|y1:t−1,x1:t), to compactly represent a decision process’s state

transition dynamics, τ(s1:T ||a1:T−1) ,
∏T
t=1 τ(st|s1:t−1,a1:t−1), and stochastic control pol-

icy, π(a1:T ||s1:T ) ,
∏T
t=1 π(at|a1:t−1, s1:t). Multiplied together, these produce a joint probability

distribution over the states and actions: P (a1:T , s1:T ) = π(a1:T ||s1:T )τ(s1:T ||a1:T−1). We denote
deterministic control policies (a special case of stochastic control policies) mapping from states or
state histories to actions as δ(st) or δ(s1:t). We consistently denote the learner’s state-action vari-
ables using the prime symbol (e.g., a′t, s

′
1:t) to distinguish them from the demonstrator’s state-action

variables.

Problem Definition

We begin by formally defining the supervised learning task of imitating across embodiments in
Definition 1. We assume that when given demonstrations of “good” behavior, the learner’s control
policies are easy to assess in the same situation. The key inductive reasoning challenge then is for
the learner to produce a good control policy when demonstrations are unavailable by appropriately
inferring the demonstrator’s behaviors.
Definition 1. In the transfer inverse optimal control (Transfer IOC) task, at training time:
demonstrated traces of behavior are available from distribution P̃ (A1:T ,S1:T ) under a dynami-
cal system with known dynamics, τD(S1:T ||A1:T ), and unknown control policy πD(A1:T ||S1:T ).
The learner attempts to choose a control policy πL(A′1:T ||S′1:T ) for another dynamical system
with known dynamics, τL(S′1:T ||A′1:T ), that, at testing time, minimizes a given loss function relating
demonstrated and learned policies:

EP (a1:T ,s1:T ,a′1:T ,s
′
1:T )

[
T∑
t=1

loss(St, S
′
t)

∣∣∣∣πD, τD, πL, τL
]
,

where the state-action distribution is obtained by combining a stochastic control pol-
icy with a state-transition dynamics distribution: P (a1:T , s1:T ,a

′
1:T , s

′
1:T ) = τD(s1:T ||a1:T−1)

πD(a1:T ||s1:T ) τL(s′1:T ||a′1:T−1)πL(a′1:T ||s′1:T ).

Though we assume that the loss function additively decomposes into losses over the states and
actions of each time step, the state space can be modified to incorporate a “memory” of relevant
information (i.e., previous states and actions) that would otherwise require a non-Markovian or
action-dependent loss function. Important to this problem definition is the independence between
the demonstrator and the learner: there is no direct influence of one’s actions on the other’s state or
actions, as shown in the factorization of the joint distribution.

Adversarial Approach

We develop an adversarial approach to the Transfer IOC task (Definition 1) using a game-theoretic
perspective [6] that assumes that except for certain properties of the limited samples of available
demonstrated behavior, the demonstrator’s policy is the worst-case possible for the learner. Through
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tools from convex optimization (Theorem 2) and constraint generation (Algorithm 1), this formu-
lation can be solved efficiently (Algorithm 2). Though the demonstrator’s true policy is unlikely
to be maximally detrimental to the learner, considering it as such provides strong generalization
guarantees (Theorem 1) and avoids making any unwarranted assumptions.
Definition 2. The adversarial transfer inverse optimal control game for the demonstrator’s state
transition dynamics τD, and the learner’s state transition dynamics τL, is defined as a zero-sum
game in which each player chooses a stochastic control policy:

min
πL

max
π̂D∈Ξ̃

E

[
T∑
t=1

loss(St, S
′
t)

∣∣∣∣∣π̂D, τD, πL, τL
]
, (1)

where Ξ̃ represents a convex set of constraints measured from characteristics of the demon-
strated data (e.g., moment-matching constraints: π̂D ∈ Ξ̃ ⇐⇒ E[

∑T
t=1 φ(St)|π̂DτD] = c̃ ,

E[
∑T
t=1 φ(St)|π̃D, τ̃D]) and the joint state-action distributions are realized by combining control

policy and state-transition dynamics: e.g., P (a′1:T , s
′
1:T ) = πL(a′1:T ||s′1:T )τL(s′1:T ||a′1:T−1).

A desirable property of this approach is that if the set Ξ can be defined to include the demonstrator’s
true policy, πD, then generalization performance will be upper bounded by the expected adversarial
training loss (Theorem 1).
Theorem 1. The adversarial transfer IOC formulation (Definition 2) provides a useful generaliza-
tion bound: if the true demonstrator policy πD resides within the constraint set Ξ̃ with probability
at least 1 − α, then the generalization error will be worse than the training error (expected game
value) with probability no more than α:

P (π ∈ Ξ̃) ≥ 1− α =⇒ P

(
E

[
T∑
t=1

loss(St)|πD, πL, τD, τL

]
≥ E

[
T∑
t=1

loss(St)|π̂D, πL, τD, τL

])
≤ α

Building on recently developed methods for tractably solving this problem for the task of adversarial
classification [2] and multivariate performance measures [13], we employ the method of Lagrange
multipliers to simplify from a game with one player’s actions jointly constrained to a parameterized
game with only probabilistic constraints on each player’s policy (Theorem 2).
Theorem 2. An equilibrium for the game of Definition 2 is obtained by solving an unconstrained
zero-sum game parameterized by a vector of Lagrange multipliers:

min
w

min
πL

max
π̂D

E
[ T∑
t=1

loss(St, S′t) + w·φ(St)

∣∣∣∣π̂D, τD, πL, τL]−w · c̃.

We consider constructing the stochastic policy of each player π̂D, πL as a mixture of deterministic
policies: δD and δL. Conceptually, the payoff matrix of zero-sum game can be constructed by speci-
fying each combination of deterministic policies, δD, δL, having payoff: E[

∑T
t=1 loss(St, S′t) +w ·

φ(St)|δD, τD, δL, τL]. Unfortunately, this leads to a payoff matrix with a size that is exponential in
terms of the deterministic policies in the decision process. This cannot be explicitly constructed for
practical problems of modest size. We employ the double oracle method [9] to construct a smaller
sub-portion of the matrix that supports the Nash equilibrium strategy for the full game. The basic
strategy, outlined in Algorithm 1, is to iteratively compute a Nash equilibrium for a payoff sub-
matrix and to add the column and row that would provide the most improvement for each player.

Finding the best response for each player:

argmin
δL

E

[
T∑
t=1

loss(St, S′t)
∣∣∣∣π̂D, τD, δL, τL

]
; or (2)

argmax
δD

E

[
T∑
t=1

loss(St, S′t) + w · φ(St)

∣∣∣∣δD, τD, πL, τL
]
,

reduces to a time-varying optimal control problem. Consider finding the best demonstrator estima-
tion policy δ∗D. The “expected loss” can be treated as a reward for state st ∈ SD with a numerical
value of:

reward(st) = E[loss(st, S′t)|πL, τL] + w · φ(st).
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Algorithm 1 Double oracle method for Transfer IOC
Input: Demonstrator’s state transition dynamics τD; learner’s state transition dynamics τL; loss

function: loss(st, s′t); initial policy sets: Π0
D and Π0

L; feature function φ(st); and Lagrange
multipliers w.

Output: A Nash equilibrium (π̂∗D, π
∗
L).

1: Initialize action sets: ΠD ← Π0
D; ΠL ← Π0

L
2: repeat
3: Compute Nash equilibrium (π̂∗D, π

∗
L) and its game value v∗D from ΠD, ΠL, loss(·, ·), φ(·),

and w
4: Compute best response δ∗D to πL with value vδ∗D
5: if v∗D 6= vδ∗D then
6: Add action to set: ΠD ← ΠD ∪ δ∗D
7: end if
8: Compute Nash equilibrium (π∗D, π

∗
L) and its game value v∗L from ΠD, ΠL, loss(·, ·), φ(·), and

w
9: Compute best response δ∗L to π̂D value vδ∗L

10: if v∗L 6= vδ∗L then
11: Add action to set: ΠL ← ΠL ∪ δ∗L
12: end if
13: until vδ∗D = vδ∗L = v∗D = v∗L
14: return (π̂∗D, π

∗
L)

Once the reward function is constructed, this time-varying optimal control problem can be solved
efficiently in O(|S||A|T ) time using value iteration [3]. We assume that the set of deterministic
policies defining each player’s stochastic policy is relatively small so that marginalizing to compute
state rewards is dominated by the run time of solving the optimal control problem. Each player’s
best response can be constructed in this manner. Upon termination, neither player’s (mixed) strategy
can be improved with an additional game action (i.e., deterministic policy), and, thus, by definition
π∗D and π∗L must be an equilibrium pair [9].

Model parameters w are estimated using a convex optimization routine described in Algorithm 2.
We refer the reader to Asif et al. [2] for the proof of convexity for adversarial prediction learning
problems of this form with payoff values that are constant with respect to the probability of each
player’s actions, but not the values themselves.

Algorithm 2 Learning algorithm for Transfer IOC
Input: Demonstrator’s state transition dynamics τD; learner’s state transition dynamics τL; and

demonstrator-learner loss function: loss(st, s′t); learning rate schedule λt
Output: Parameters w providing adversarial generalization

1: w← 0
2: while w not converged do
3: Compute π̂∗D from parameters w using double oracle method (Alg. 1)
4: Gradient update of parameters: w← w − λt(EP (S1:T ,A1:T )[

∑T
t=1 φ(St)|π̂∗D, τD]− c̃)

5: end while

Experiment

Learning camera control from demonstration

We consider the task of learning to autonomously control a camera in a manner that appropriately
captures the action of a basketball game based on human demonstrations of camera control [5].
Understanding the relationships between player locations and appropriate camera pan angle is fur-
ther complicated by the differences in the dynamics of the human-controlled and autonomously-
controlled cameras. For example, velocity and acceleration limits for an autonomous camera may
be more restrictive than those of the human-controlled camera.
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The decision process characterizing each camera’s control can be segmented into a probabilistic
model describing the state of the basketball game (the presence of players in different locations),
and a dynamics model for the camera describing how camera movement controls affect the camera’s
state (quantized pan angle, θ, and quantize pan angle velocity, θ̇). As our focus is on the differences
between the learner and the demonstrator’s decision process, we assume that camera controls have
no influence on the basketball game and the empirical distribution of player locations.

Dataset

Our dataset is collected from high school basketball matches. The camera recording the basketball
match was operated by a human expert. The dataset consists of 46 sequence collected at 60Hz. The
number of frames of each sequence on average is approximately 400. The output for each frame
is the camera’s horizontal pan angle, and the input is a 14 element vector that describes the state
of the basketball game (the presence of players in different locations on the basketball court). The
degree of camera’s pan angle of the dataset is from −30 degrees (left) to 30 degree (right), and
we round the pan angle θ into discrete 61 states. The pan angel velocity θ̇ of a particular frame
is the difference between the current pan angle and the previous one, which is then mapped to 5
discrete states [−2,−1, 0, 1, 2] representing high speed of turning left to high speed of turning right.
So overall, there are 305 possible states for each frame. We use the first 23 sequences as our training
dataset and the 23 remaining sequences as the test dataset.

Constraint

In practice, it is challenging to model the capability of either the demonstrator or the learner pre-
cisely. However, it is easy to maintain a state transition matrix of a given dataset by simply con-
sidering if the transition from one state to another occurs in the dataset. We conduct our transition
dynamics matrices in this manner by observing empirical camera state transitions. Additionally, we
extend the transition matrix from the dataset to be symmetric. Figure 1 (a) shows the state transition
matrix of the basketball match dataset which denotes the capability (constraint) of the demonstra-
tor. In our experiment setting, we assume that the learner is less capable than the demonstrator. We
restrict the learner’s state transition matrix to have less motion capability than the demonstrator’s
dynamics, as shown in Figure 1 (b).

Evaluation and comparison

We measure the performance of our learning method and a baseline method using the average se-
quence square loss of the test dataset:

1

N

N∑
n=1

Tn∑
t=1

(θnt − θ′nt)2. (3)

We compare our adversarial structured prediction method (advLearn) with a linear regression model
that is not constrained by the dynamics (regression) and one that is constrained by our provided
learner state transition dynamics constraints (regConst). Let Xt denotes the 14 element feature
vector of the state of the basketball match at timestep t. The feature vector φ(St) of our advLearn
method in Definition 2 is a 33 element vector [θ, θ2, θ̇, θ̇2, θXt, θ̇Xt], which combines the basketball
game state features and the camera angle and angle velocity state. The regConst method assumes
that the learner attempts to follow an estimated sequence under its constraint. The estimated se-
quence is simply given by a standard linear regression method θ̂t = âXt + b̂ where â and b̂ are
trained from training dataset. For the regConst method, if the current pan angle of the learner is θt
and the next pan angle the learner wants to follow given by the linear regression method is θ̂t+1, the
learner will select θt+1 = minθt+1∈{θt,θt+1 is transferable} |θt+1 − θ̂t+1|.

Result

The results of our experiment are shown in Figure 1(c). The regression model that is able to ignore
the limits of the autonomous camera performs significantly better than the other methods. However,
it cannot be realized in practice due to switching between camera angles with a velocity exceeding
the camera’s capabilities. When the dynamics constraints of the autonomous camera are incorporated
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(a) demo’s constraint (b) learner’s constraint (c) result

Figure 1: Image (a) demo’s constraint and (b) learner’s constraint show the transition state matrices
of the demonstrator and the learner of the camera control dataset respectively. Note that the yellow
region indicates that the state transition is possible. Bar graph (c) result gives the average square loss
of the test dataset of linear regression method regression, linear regression method under learner’s
constraint regConst and our adversarial structured prediction method advLearn.

into the regression model, it performs significantly worse than our adversarial learning approach,
which also operates within the dynamics constraints of the autonomous camera.

Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper, we introduced the imitation learning across embodiments problem. We believe this is
an important, but insufficiently studied problem for learning intelligent autonomous agent behavior.
We developed an adversarial formulation for imitation learning across embodiments and algorithms
for inference and learning under this formulation. Finally, we demonstrated the benefits of our ap-
proach in a set of preliminary autonomous camera control experiments where an autonomous camera
is trained based on observations of expert control on a more dynamic camera.
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